
TO THINK LIKE A SOCIOLOGIST

By Karen Sternheimer Here's a shortcut for those of you currently taking a sociology class (or will someday soon). If you
can learn to think like a.

The Sociological Imagination The phrase sociological imagination was coined by C. The Importance of
Historical Context The sociological perspective always includes historical context in its view of society,
because if we want to understand why things are the way they are, we have to understand how they got that
way. Mills [] p. It is a perspective that fosters critical thinking, the posing of critical questions, and the pursuit
of solutions. Although published in , the book has remained influential in defining a sociological approach to
understanding the world. You can access the online edition directly by clicking the cover of the book, or by
clicking this link to the catalog record. Society is a social product, and as such, its structures, its institutions,
norms, ways of life , and problems are changeable. To read more recent discussions of the concept of the
sociological imagination from a range of scholars, see a special issue of The International Journal of Politics,
Culture, and Society, The New Sociological Imagination , Vol. What are the collective ideas that move men
[sic] and institutions? Updated July 02, Sociology can be defined simply as the study of society, but the
practice of sociology is much more than a field of study -- it is a way of seeing the world. Continue Reading.
Most social structures and forces are not immediately visible to us, but we can find them when we look
beneath the surface of everyday life. The empowering nature of the sociological imagination points to another
fundamentally important aspect of the sociological perspective: that society and all that happens within it is
made by people. What are their relationships to each other? Read Mills' book online. Throughout our daily
lives, in mundane and sometimes momentous ways, our behavior either validates and reproduces society as it
is, or it challenges it and remakes it into something else. Mills, C. How to Ask Sociological Questions
Sociologists seek complex answers to what many would consider simple questions. The Sociological
Imagination. The sociological perspective involves recognizing and evaluating the effects of social
relationships and social structures and forces, considering the present day in historical context and takes for
granted that society is socially constructed and thus changeable. Just as social structures and forces act on us
and shape our lives, we act on them with our choices and actions. Considering the Effects of Social Structures
and Forces Sociologists look for relationships because they want to understand the causes of trends and
problems in society so that they can make recommendations on how to address them. The phrase denotes a
sociological view that encompasses the private, biographical experience of individuals i. What can YOU do?


